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The Giant Schnauzer Club of America
ANNUAL AWARDS 2006

Awards calculated for the GSCA Year: 1/1/06-12/31/06

**2006 CONFORMATION AWARDS**

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Dog
   CH Triple Crown’s Return of the King
   Owners: Dennis Wilson/Valla Bridges

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Bitch
   CH Kenro’s Keeping Time
   Owners: Robin Greenslade/Karen Mancini/Jim Mancini/Ken Greenslade

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Owner Handled Dog
   CH Ingebar’s Motown Beau
   Owners: Maryann Bisceglia/Rick Funston

Conformation Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Owner Handled Bitch
   CH Tanglewood’s Bad Reputation
   Owners: Jean Erath/Chris Erath/Ed Fojtik

Top Producing Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Dog
   CH Gloris Arizona Bill
   Owner: Maryann Bisceglia

Top Producing Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Bitch
   CH Galilee’s Adeste Fidelis
   Owner: Mary Hayes
**2006 PERFORMANCE AWARDS**

**Obedience Giant Schnauzer of the Year**  
CH Ingebar's Kismet Faiths Promise CD  
Owner: JoAnn Dhanse

**Obedience Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Opposite Sex**  
Skansen's I Found Eldorado CDX  
Owners: A & Lynne Veronda

**Agility Giant Schnauzer of the Year**  
CH MACH Wildwood's Bleuzenn MX MXJ  
Owner: Ginny Hayes

**Agility Giant Schnauzer of the Year-Opposite Sex**  
CH Skansen's Skeggox AX MXJ  
Owners: Jean Lundholm & Ginny Hayes

**Top Rally Giant Schnauzer of the Year**  
Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2  
Owners: Michelle Kiernan & Steve Winterbottom
**2006 ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS**

**Champion & Companion Dog Excellent (CDX)**
CH Momentumm After Dark V. Ruster VCD2 RE AX
   Owner: Kathi Seaman

CH Ladior's Baron Von Huesman CDX
   Owner: Bobbette Huesman-Mack

**MACH/OTCH/CT**
CH MACH Wildwood's Bleuzenn MX MXJ
   Owner: Virginia Hayes

**High in Trial-All Breed**
CH Ladior's Baron Von Huesman CDX
   Owner: Bobbette Huesman-Mack

**Versatility Awards (14-21 points)**

CH Elliott Unique Saphire Scout RN TD
   Owner: Robyn Elliott

Enya vom Engelskotten VPG2
   Owner: Michelle Testa

Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RN PT NA NAP NAJ NJP
   Owner: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

Riesenrad's Power Play RA TD AX AXJ OAP NJP
   Owner: Tarja & Jyrki Ahlgren

CH Simmons Quintessa RN AX AXJ OJP AXP
   Owner: Elaine Ballman

Simmons Midnight Express CDX RE MX MXJ CDX
   Owner: Elaine Ballman

CH Valleesa’s Amazing Grace TD AX NAP OAJ NJP
   Owner: Valli Rovenolt

**Versatility Excellent Award (22-29 points)**

Ch Ingebar's Benson CDX RE NA OAP NAJ NJP
   Owner: Rebecca Letson
Master Versatility Award (30 or more points)

Tuerler's Raindrop Drake VCD2 RE PT AXP AXJ MJP
Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler

**2006 NOMINATED AWARDS**

THE 2006 LADY FERGIE AWARD

Presented to the GSCA Outstanding Community Service Dog who promotes the breed by doing community service work in the areas of therapy, rescue, military, police, etc. This award is determined by membership nomination followed by Board approval. This is not a mandatory yearly reward.

BIS, BISS, CH Skansen Quidame Lady Fergie
Owners: Linda & Jimmy Jackson

**2006 PRESIDENT’S AWARDS**

The GSCA President may recognize a club member(s) for outstanding service to the club or breed at his/her discretion. Nominations or Board approval are not required.

GSCA PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Laura Feldt

GSCA PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Chris Lietzau

GSCA PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Kathy DeShong
**2006 TOP TEN AWARDS **

Awards calculated for the GSCA Year: 1/1/06-12/31/06

TOP TEN BREED

1) CH Kenro’s Keeping Time
   Owners: Robin Greenslade/Karen Mancini/Jim Mancini/Ken Greenslade

2) CH Triple Crown’s Return of the King
   Owners: Dennis Wilson/Valla Bridges

3) CH Tanglewood’s Bad Reputation
   Owners: Jean Erath/Chris Erath/Ed Fojtik

4) CH Skansen’s Superman Chakazulu
   Owners: Andrew Bell/Marlys Bell

5) CH Skansen’s Mega Veer S
   Owner: Barbara Hughes

6) CH Sonnenschein Iron Horse
   Owners: Joseph West/Anne West

7) CH Ingebars Motown Beau
   Owners: Mary Ann Bisceglia/Rick Funston

8) CH Windmill’s Chase Manhattan
   Owners: Rob Cobussen/Sue Cobussen

9) CH Ruster’s Out of the Dark
   Owners: Rochelle White/H White/Karen Child

10) CH Ingebars Black Diamond
    Owners: Rita Mischke/Mary Ann Bisceglia
TOP TEN OBEDIENCE

1) CH Ingebar's Kismet Faiths Promise CD
   Owner: JoAnn Dhanse

2) CH Kenro's Man of the Hour UDX
   Owners: Karen & Jim Mancini/Ken & Robin Greenslade

3) Skansen's I Found Eldorado CDX
   Owners: A & Lynne Veronda

4) CH Ladior's Baron Von Huesman CDX
   Owner: Bobette Huesman-Mack

5) Ingebar's Invincible Xena CDX RN PT NA NAP NAJ NJP
   Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

6) CH Momentumm After Dark V. Ruster VCD2 RE AX
   Owner: Kathi Seaman

7) Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2
   Owners: Michelle Kiernan & Steve Winterbottom

8) Myownly One in a Million CDX
   Owners: Louise Barbieri/D. Dietzel

9) Covenant Aztec CD
   Owner: Yvonne Tucker

10) Heartland's Take It Easy CDX RN
    Owner: Wendy Sheffler
TOP TEN RALLY

1) Classic Ike V Easentaigh CD RAE2
   Owners: Michelle Kiernan & Steve Winterbottom

2) CH Ingebar's Benson CDX RE NA OAP NAJ NJP
   Owner: Rebecca Letson

3) CH Brighton's Neverending Story RA
   Owners: Linda Waltman, Pat Gandy & Leta Whittington

4) Simmons Midnight Express CDX RE MX MXJ
   Owner: Elaine Ballman

5) Riesenrad's Special Wheel VCD1 RE TDX AXP AJP
   Owner: Tarja Ahlgren/ Hermann & Ingrid Hamburger

6) Skansens Take A Chance II RA
   Owners: Lloyd & Victoria Newland

7) Gabriel Arthur Newland RA
   Owners: Lloyd & Victoria Newland

8) Vigilant Ivan Enrique Surrat CD RA
   Owner: Camile Kopcik

10) CT Riesenrad's Heike In Motion VCD1 UDX RE
    Owners: Hermann & Ingrid Hamburger

10) CH Momentumm After Dark V Ruster VCD2 RE AX
    Owner: Kathi Seaman

10) Tuerler's Raindrop Drake VCD2 RE PT AXP AXJ MJP
    Owners: Bernie & Bridgette Tuerler
TOP TEN AGILITY

1) CH MACH Wildwood's Bleuzenn MX MXJ
   Owner: Ginny Hayes

2) Momentumm Vodka With a Twist RA TD AX AXJ
   Owners: Kellie Verrelli & Christine Lietzau

3) CH Skansen’s Skeggox AX MXJ
   Owners: Jean Lundholm & Ginny Hayes

4) CH Valleesa’s Amazing Grace TD AX NAP OAJ NJP
   Owner: Valli Rovenolt

5) CH Momentumm After Dark v. Ruster CD RN NA TD
   Owner: Kathi Seaman

6) CH Ingebar’s Benson CDX RE NA NAP NAJ AXP OJP
   Owner: Rebecca Letson

7) Ingebar’s Invincible Xena CDX RN PT NA NAP NAJ NJP
   Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

8) Momentumm Vim N Vigor NA NAJ
    Owner: Marion Thom

9) Riesenrad’s Special Wheel VCD1 RE TDX AXP AJP
    Owner: Ingrid Hamburger

10) Riesenrad’s Power Play RA TD AX OAP AXJ NJP
    Owners: Tarja & Jyrki Ahlgren
**TOP TEN TRACKING**

1) Classic Pearl Von Lugar CDX TD  
   Owner: Susie Hart

1) CH Valleesa’s Amazing Grace TD AX NAP OAJ NJP  
   Owners: Valli Rovenolt

1) Sonnenschein Dazzlin Krista CD RA TD  
   Owner: Francene Andresen

1) CH Elliott Unique Saphire Scout RN TD  
   Owner: Robyn Elliott

1) Momentumm Vodka With a Twist RA TD AX AXJ  
   Owners: Kellie Verrelli & Christine Lietzau

1) Riesenrad’s Power Play RA TD AX OAP AXJ NJP  
   Owners: Tarja & Jyrki Ahlgren

**TOP TEN HERDING**

1) Ingebars Invincible Xena CDX RN PT NA NAJ NAP NJP  
   Owners: Bridgette & Bernie Tuerler

1) Black Diamond Rio PT  
   Owners: Joanne & M Thompson
The Giant Schnauzer Club of America
2006 NATIONAL SPECIALTY
SPECIAL TROPHIES

SHARON THOMPSON MEMORIAL TROPHY

Presented to the breeder of the Giant Schnauzer that is awarded Best in Sweepstakes at the National Specialty. This trophy remains with the GSCA. Friends of Sharon Thompson will provide a plaque commemorating the win to the Breeder. A plate with the winning name is placed on the trophy.

_______________________

KYLE STEIGERWALD MEMORIAL TROPHY

Presented to the owner of the Giant Schnauzer that is awarded Best of Breed at the National Specialty. This is a traveling trophy, which may be kept for the year following the award. It is then returned to the Club for the next National Winner.

_______________________

KIT BROWN MEMORIAL TROPHY

Presented to the owner of the Obedience HIGH IN TRIAL Giant Schnauzer at the National Specialty.